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Introduction  

 

This project seeks to analyze data captured from a public WIFI hotspot and to interpret each 

alert using a suite of smart tools to help determine the nature of the alerts. The tools used 

include Wireshark, Snort, Netwitness, Whois Command, Side Jacking, and others. Although, 

each one of these tools has its own strengths and weaknesses, combining them together is a 

great idea to solve the puzzle.  

 

I used a local Starbucks as my open Wifi hotspot. I collected a174 MB capture in one hour 

and 50 minutes. Snort registered 566 alerts; 27 of them were unique alerts. By looking at the 

traffic profile by protocol, I found out that TCP takes 46%, UDP with 0%, ICMP takes the 

highest percentage with 53%, and finally port scan takes only 1%. I was surprised by the 

result that a place with open connection and unidentified users could cause this large of a 

number of alerts in such a short amount of time. However, I realized that I need to dig deep 

inside these alerts, in order to look for a number of facts such as what is the root cause of the 

problem? Was it generated by an automatic tool or manually? Is it serious in nature, or just a 

false positive? Finally, I would suggest several procedures and polices which will help 

businesses running open WIFI hotspots to protect their customers and valuable assets. 

 

Executive Summary 

 

This paper will analyze all of the different kinds of threats that were recorded during the 

listening session, Snort registered 566 alerts; 27 of them were unique cyber security threats. I 

will focus on these 27 unique alerts and discuss the following facts; the type of the threat, 

along with their percentage representation, description, attack scenario, the seriousness of the 

alert, root cause of the incident, if possible, who initiated that threat and its recipients, and 

finally the recommended action for a public hotspot wifi administrators. Regarding the root 

cause of each threat point, I identify whether a threat is automatically generated by a tool 
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(software) or manually generated by human action. Further, timing techniques were used to 

determine whether the threat was generated automatically or manually. If there were only one  

or two connection attempts coming from a particular IP address source, then it would be 

probably manually generated by a human. However, if the connection is coming rapidly and 

at regular intervals, for example every single second, it means the root cause of the attack is 

generated automatically by a hacking or scanning tool (software).  

 

 

Figure 1 summarizes the essential characteristics of the study. 

 

 

Tools Wireshark, Snort, Netwitness, Whois Command Tools 

Capture Size 174 MB  

Time Crowded Hours Between 5:00 7:00 PM Weekend Day 

Duration  Duration of the Listening Session is 2 hours 

Place Capture took place at a Startbucks Coffee Company Branch 

Figure 1: Details of this study. 
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Chapter 2: Tool Descriptions 

 

This chapter introduces the various tools that were used to collect and analyze the 

wireless data. A good understanding of what these tools do and how they are used is 

essential to appreciating the meaning of the collected data. 

 

Wireshark Tool 

I will start with Wireshark tool. Wireshark is an open-source tool for profiling network traffic 

and analyzing packets. Wireshark, formerly known as Ethereal, can be used to examine the 

details of traffic at a variety of levels ranging from connection-level information to the bits 

that make up a single packet. In addition, packet capture can provide a network administrator 

with information about individual packets such as transmit time, source, destination, protocol 

type and Header data. This information can be useful for evaluating security events and 

troubleshooting network security device issues. Wireshark will typically display information 

in three panels. The top panel lists frames individually with key data on a single line. Any 

single frame selected in the top pane is further explained in the tool's middle panel. In this 

section of the display, Wireshark shows packet details, illustrating how various aspects of the 

frame can be understood as belonging to the Data Link Layer, Network Layer, Transport 

Layer or Application Layer. See figure 2 for an example.  

 

Since Wireshark’s wireless analysis features have grown to be an especially powerful tool for 

capturing, and analyzing wireless networks, therefore, I planned to use it to be my listening 

session tool for my project. With Wireshark’s view filters and resilient protocol dissector 

features, an administrator can sift through large quantities of wireless traffic to identify a 

specific condition or field value being looked for, or to exclude undesirable traffic until are 

only a handful of traffic remains to be assessed. [1,2] 
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Figure 2: Wireshark 

Snort IDSP Tool 

 

I intentionally used Snort tool as my Intrusion Detection & Prevention System (IDPS) for 

powerfully analyzing data packages. IDPS is the process of monitoring the events occurring 

in a computer system or network and analyzing them for signs of possible incidents, which 

includes violations or imminent threats of violation of computer security policies, acceptable 

use policies, or standard security practices. Snort performs intrusion detection role and 

attempts to stop detected possible undesirable incidents. Snort is primarily focused on 

identifying possible incidents, logging information about them, attempting to stop them, and 

reporting them to security administrators or Network top management. See figure 3 and 4 for 

an example. 

 In addition, organizations use Snort for other purposes, such as identifying problems with 

security policies, documenting existing threats, and deterring individuals from violating 

security policies. It has become a necessary addition to the security infrastructure of nearly 

every organization. The IDS preprocessor in Snort typically records information related to 
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observed events, notifies security administrators of important observed events, and produces 

reports. Many IDS can also respond to a detected threat by attempting to prevent it from 

succeeding. They use several response techniques, which involve the IDPS stopping the 

attack itself, changing the security environment, reconfiguring the firewall, or changing the 

attack’s content. [3,4]

 

Figure 3: Snort Command-line 

 

Figure 4: Snort, and ACID Database 
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Netwitness Investigator Tool 

 

Netwitness Investigator is interactive threat analysis to solve a wide range of challenging 

information security problems including: insider threats, zero-day exploits and targeted 

malware, advanced persistent threats, fraud, espionage, data leakage, and continuous 

monitoring of security controls. Netwitness Investigator provides security operations staff, 

auditors, and fraud and forensics investigators the power to perform unprecedented free-form 

contextual analysis of raw network data. 

 

However, both beginner and expert users can use this software to powerfully grab huge 

amounts of network traffic easily to dive deeply into the context and content of network 

sessions in real-time, shortening threat analysis into minutes instead of days. In addition to 

the rich data the examiner receives from the Netwitness infrastructure, the examiner can 

locally capture live traffic and process packet files from virtually any accessible network 

collection device for quick and easy analysis. See figure 5 for an example. And by 

integrating Netwitness Investigator Enterprise with Netwitness Live, you also have real-time 

fusion with multi-source threat intelligence. [5] 

 

Figure 5: Netwintess Investigator 
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Whois Command Line Tool 

 

Whois Command Line is a simple command-line utility that allows administrators to easily 

get information about a registered domain. It automatically connects to the right WHOIS 

server, according to the top-level domain name, and retrieves the WHOIS record of the 

domain. It supports both generic domains and country code domains. See figure 6 for an 

example. 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Whois Command-Line Tool 
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Chapter 3: Internet Control Message Protocol Cyber Threats 

 

The section will focus on the Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) threats that are used 

in the Internet Architecture to perform the fault-isolation function, which is the group of 

actions that hosts and routers take to determine that there is a network failure. When an 

intermediate router detects a network problem while trying to forward an IP packet, it will 

usually send an ICMP error message to the source host, to raise awareness of the network 

problem.  In the same way, there are a number of cases in which an end-system may generate 

an ICMP error message when it finds a problem while processing a datagram.  These error 

messages are notified to the corresponding transport-protocol instance. [6] 

 

In addition, this section will discuss relevant facts about each threat in order to get a 

better idea about the surrounding environment of each threat. The following will be 

discussed for each threat: 

 

- The type of the threat 

- Description of the threat 

- The possible threat scenario 

- The type of the alert 

- The root cause of the incident 

- Representative percentages 

- If possible, who initiated that threat and its recipients 

- The recommended action for administrator 

 

 

1- ICMP Destination Unreachable Port Unreachable 

 

This incident is generated when an Internet Control Message Protocol Port Unreachable 

message was detected. An ICMP Port Unreachable is not an attack, but may indicate that the 

source of the packet was the target of a scan or other malicious activity. An ICMP Port 
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Unreachable indicates that someone tried to connect to a port on a system that was not 

available or there is no service was running on that port.  This is analogous to RST packets in 

TCP. Since UDP does not have an equivalent, it relies upon ICMP Port Unreachable for this. 

This often indicates someone was scanning for UDP services. An attacker may use a port 

scanner to determine possible attack vectors as a prelude to a directed attack against a 

system. This kind of packet is common on networks, and may be generated by simple 

misconfigurations on either the source or destination, or service outage. [7] 

  

 Network administrator should answer the following questions: 

 1- Are the host and the communications infrastructure working properly? 

2- Is the ICMP Port Unreachable message originates from a host, not a router? 

3- What the port is used for and why it wasn't available? 

 

ICMP Unreachable Port Analysis 

Kind of Alert 

False Positive, but we need to block unused ports. Also, it is recommend to leave the 

alert ON with low priority tag. The priority tag assigns a severity level to rules, 

which are matching any kind of pattern. In this case administrator should leave it 

with low priority tag, in this case IP source keeps trying to reach unused port for a 

while, so we can do further serious action. For example; report the incident to top 

management to make appropriate decision, or file evidences to report that malicious 

behavior to authority. 

Root cause & 

Was it generated by an 

automatic tool or manually? 

 

Generated manually, by connecting to a port on a system that was not available. 

*** This can be determined by timing technique; if you see only one or two scans 

attempting to come from a particular source then it is probably manually generated. 

However, If the connection is coming rapidly and at regular intervals, for example 

every single second, it means the root cause of the problem is generated 

automatically by a hacking or scanning tool 

Percentage    39%  

Whois Command Both addresses “Source & Destination” are private  
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Figure 7: ICMP Destination Unreachable Port attack screenshots 
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2- ICMP PING OR *NIX PING 

 

This event indicates an ICMP echo request originating from the common utility known as 

“Ping”, often from a Unix platform operating system. This event is commonly used to 

measure the health and or availability of an IP protocol on a network connected device. The 

perverse use of the ICMP echo request could indicate an attacker, trying to map your network 

by seeing what hosts respond and what type of response is generated from these hosts to 

perform remote operating system identification. Ping is a standard networking utility that 

determines if a target host is up. Ping sends an ICMP echo request packet to an IP address. If 

a host is up at that address it will reply with an ICMP echo reply. The reply includes the data 

portion of the echo packet. The data included in the echo request varies across different 

operating system implementations. Ping can be used as a reconnaissance tool.  The impact of 

this event indicates an attempt to request the availability of a host, while in a paranoid 

mindset this could be viewed as a precursor to an upcoming attack. [8] 

 

 

 

ICMP Ping/Nix Ping Analysis 

Kind of Alert 
Intended action. It is possible to emulate this ping signature using another 

ping utility. This kind of alert is unknown, but I think we should leave it on 

with mid priority tag. 

Root cause Generated manually 

Percentage 17% 

Whois Command 

 

Same IP causing trouble of most of the alerts, I recommend blocking that IP 

address 192.168.5.1 unless he is the network administrator  
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Figure 8: ICMP PING OR *NIX PING screenshots 

 

3- ICMP PING BSD type  

An ICMP echo request is made from a Berkeley Systems Development (BSD) host. 

Therefore, an ICMP echo request is used by the ping command to elicit an ICMP echo reply 

from a listening live host. An echo request that originates from a host running a BSD TCP/IP 
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networking stack such as FreeBSD, NetBSD, or OpenBSD, will contain a unique payload in 

the message request. An attacker may attempt to determine live hosts in a network prior to 

launching an attack. [9] 

 

 

 

ICMP Ping BSD type Analysis 

Kind of Alert Mostly false positive “noise”. Network administrator may use an ICMP 

echo request to legitimately troubleshoot networking problems. 

Root cause DNS cache 

Percentage 3% 13 alerts went off 

Whois Command Private addresses requesting UDP/ DNS 
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Figure 9: ICMP PING BSD type screenshots. 

 

4- ICMP Echo Reply  

This valuable information is generated when a network host generates an ICMP Echo Reply 

in response to an ICMP Echo Request message. An ICMP Echo Reply message is sent in 

response to an ICMP Echo Request message. If the ICMP Echo Reply message reaches the 

requesting host, it indicates that the replying host is alive. ICMP Type 0 Code 0 is the RFC 

defined messaging type for ICMP Echo Reply datagram. This type of message is used to 

determine if a host is active on the network. A remote attacker may use ICMP Echo Request 

datagram to determine active hosts on the network in prelude further attacks. [10] 

 

ICMP Echo Replay Analysis 

Kind of Alert 
Serious, unless the administrator is testing the network.  We should look at it 

as an actual attack, why and who they are testing port availability of the server. 

Blocking unneeded ports are necessary. 

Root cause Generated automatically  

Percentage 1% 2 alerts went off 

Whois Command Private IP 192.168.5.1 
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                                                    Figure 10: ICMP Echo Replay screenshots. 

 

 

5- ICMP Time-To-Live Exceeded in Transit 

 

Internet Control Message Protocol is part of the Internet Protocol Suite. ICMP messages are 

typically generated in response to errors in IP datagrams or for diagnostic or routing 

purposes. This incident is generated when a routing device detects that a packet has exceeded 

the maximum number of allowable hops during the packet flight. Each packet is assigned an 

initial Time To Live (TTL) value before being sent. This value is usually determined by the 

operating system of the given TCP/IP stack. The TTL value represents the maximum number 

of hops a packet may take before being expired and dropped by a routing device, some 

packets have the maximum allowable hops like HBO, and DIGI. This is done to banish lost 

or misguided packets from the network. The trace route utility assigns its own TTL values to 

dictate the number of hops a packet takes, to discover all the routing devices that are 

traversed by a packet.  
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During the process, an ICMP "Time Exceeded in Transit" message may be observed. That is 

why ICMP traffic may be used to map a network, or help fingerprint an Operating system 

type, and version. If a router in your network sends this message, it may be an indication that 

an attacker is attempting a trace route of a host in your network and discover your network 

topology. [11] 

 

 

 

 

ICMP TTL Exceeded In 

Transit Analysis 

Kind of Alert 
This kind of alert is false positive. Because an ICMP "Time Exceeded in 

Transit" message sent outbound if any inbound packet has exceeded the 

maximum allowable hops.  

Root cause Generated manually 

Percentage 1% 4 alerts went off 

Whois Command HBO & Company Atlanta  
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Figure 11: ICMP TTL Exceeded in Transit screenshots. 

 

6- ICMP Destination Unreachable Network Unreachable  

ICMP Network Unreachable datagram incident is detected on the network when the route to 

the destination network is not available. This could be an indication of routing problems on 

the network. This rule generates informational events about the network. Large numbers of 

these messages on the network could indication routing problems, faulty routing devices, or 

improperly configured hosts. However, this is not an attack at all, numerous tools and scripts 

can generate these types of ICMP datagram. [12]  

 

Network administrator should answer the following questions: 

 1- Is the specified destination address a valid network? 

 2- Is the link up from the router sending the Network Unreachable message? 

3- Is the port in the router configured with the correct address mask value? 
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Figure 12: ICMP Unreachable Network screenshots. 

 

 

 

ICMP Unreachable 

Network Analysis 
Kind of Alert False Positive 

Root cause Automatically when the network has routing problems, faulty routing devices, 

or improperly configured hosts. 

Percentage 0% only one time 

Whois Command Both addresses “Source & Destination” are private  
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7- ICMP Destination Unreachable Host 

ICMP Destination unreachable host is generated when an ICMP Host Unreachable datagram 

is detected on the network. Routers will generate this message when the route to the 

destination host on a directly connected network is not available. This occurs when no ARP 

response is received from the destination network. As I mention before, this is not an attack 

and several tools and scripts can generate these types of ICMP unreachable host messages. 

[13] 

 Network administrator should answer the following questions: 

 1- Are you assured that the intervening communications infrastructure is working 

properly? 

 2- Is the specified destination address the correct address for the host? 

 3- Is the host currently on-line and active? 

4- Are there any physical problems on the destination network? 

 

 

 

ICMP Unreachable Host Analysis 
Kind of Alert False Positive. 

Root cause Generated Automatically, indicates routing problems 

Percentage 2% 

Whois Command China Telecom, and other private IPs  
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Figure 13: ICMP unreachable host screenshots. 

 

8- DELETED ICMP Unreachable Communication Administratively Prohibited 

This occurs in a point where is a router was unable to forward a packet due to filtering and 

used the Internet Control Message Protocol to alert involved hosts. A packet sent between 

two points on a network was administratively prohibited via filtering of some sort. The host 

or device performing the filtering returned an ICMP message informing the apparent source 

host that filtering had been done. This particular message is meant only to be informative but 

can be indicative of malicious activity (spoofed traffic, or Denial of Service Attack). 

However, an attacker can use to spoof spoofed source addresses. If and when the traffic gets 

filtered and an ICMP message is returned, the spoofed source address will be the recipient of 

the ICMP message. A similar situation may occur when a large portscan is occurring and an 

attempt is made to mask the true source of the scan by using spoof source addresses by using 

tools are readily available that can craft arbitrary ICMP packets. It is also possible to spoof 

packets using arbitrary addresses potentially causing intermediary routers to generate ICMP 

messages. [14] 
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Figure 14: ICMP Communication Administratively Prohibited Threats screenshots. 

ICMP administratively 

prohibited Analysis 

Kind of Alert False Positive, unless excessive ICMP messages were found. 

Root cause Generated manually 

Percentage 0% only one time 

Whois Command Going to Netherland  
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Recommendations of ICMP Cyber Threats 

 

Figure 15 summarizes the recommended actions for each of the threats described in this 

chapter. 

 

ICMP Threats Recommended Action 

Destination Port 

Unreachable 

Examining the activity of the recipient of this packet to see if the recipient was responsible 

for scanning other behaviors. 

PING BSD type Use a packet filtering firewall to block ICMP packets  

PING & PING *NIX It is possible to emulate this ping signature using another ping utility. So blocking inbound 

ICMP echo requests using a packet filtering firewall is important to avoid this kind of threat. 

Echo Reply Use ingress filtering to prevent ICMP Type 0 Code 8 messages from entering the network. 

Only the networking administrator is allowed for testing purposes, otherwise, we should look 

at it as an actual attack. Why and who would benefit of testing port availability? So blocking 

unneeded ports and report the incident to top management is an important step. 

 

Time-To-Live Exceeded in 

Transit 

Sites may elect to disable this ICMP message on the outbound interface to prevent releasing 

potentially valuable information to serve a reconnaissance attempt about the network 

topology. This incident occurs if any inbound packet has exceeded the maximum allowable 

hops, which indicates a lost packet or routing problems such as a routing loop. 

 

Destination Network/Host 

Unreachable 

This is not an attack, it is only detects informational network information, where there is no 

corrective action necessary. 

Communication 

Administratively 

Prohibited 

There are none needed unless messages become excessive or appear to be invalid. Determine 

what traffic caused this particular ICMP message to be generated and act accordingly by 

blocking the source of that message. 

Figure 15: Recommendations of ICMP Cyber Threats 
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Chapter 4: Applications Cyber Threat 

 

This section will analyze cyber threats related to various software applications that I 

collected at a local Starbucks branch. The first step in securing a server is securing the 

running services and applications on that server. Most commonly available servers operate 

on a general-purpose operating system. Administrators can avoid many security issues if the 

applications running on servers are configured properly. These are the applications threat I 

collected: shellcode x86, CHAT Yahoo Messenger File Request, WEB-PHP arbitrary 

command execution, and MSN messenger http link transmission. First of all, Shellcode x86 

is a TCP traffic streams on any x86 server for a x86 Studeo 0 system-call instructions, which 

are common in buffer overflow exploits technique that are used by hackers. While Chat File 

request and MSN link transmission are indication that Yahoo or MSN are been used and that 

violates network policy or leads to jeopardizing the system. In addition, this section will talk 

about the WEB-PHP arbitrary command execution threats and what Pajax is [15]. As before, 

the following will be discussed for each threat: 

 

- The type of the threat 

- Description of the threats 

- The possible threat scenario 

- The type of the alert 

- The root cause of the incident 

- Representative percentages 

- If possible who initiated that threat and its recipients 

- The recommended Action for administrator 

 

 

1- SHELLCODE x86 inc ecx NOOP 

 

As I explained above Shellcode is a TCP traffic streams on any x86 server for a x86 Studeo 0 

system-call instructions, which are very common in buffer overflow exploits technique that 

are used by hackers. The name given to a class of assembly language programs that are used 
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in the exploitation of a vulnerability using codes that executed in a shell. However, program 

execution flow is then manipulated so that the shellcode is executed. Shellcode often includes 

a call to the (0) function, which gives the super-user privileges. As an attacker could include 

shellcode, he/she would achieve this in a TCP packet being sent to a program with buffer 

overflow vulnerability. The existence of X86 binary assembler (0) instruction in TCP stream 

possibly indicates an attack intention. A remote attacker could be attempting to exploit buffer 

overflow vulnerability in a running program to gain full control over a system. 

 

In particular, this is generated when an attempt is made to possibly overflow a buffer in 

memory. The NOOP warning occurs when a series of NOOP (no operation) are found in a 

stream. Most buffer overflow exploits typically use NOOPs sleds to pad the code. This rule 

detects a large number of consecutive NOOP instructions used in padding code. It's not 

specific to a particular service exploit, but rather used to try and detect buffer overflows in 

general. It is common for buffer overflow code to contain a large sequence of NOOP 

instructions as it increases the odds of successful execution of the useful shellcode. This 

might indicate someone is trying to use a buffer overflow exploit. Full compromise of system 

is possible if the exploit is successful. [16, 17] 

 

 

SHELLCODE x86 inc 

NOOP  Analysis 

Kind of Alert 

This is serious attack, where we should leave this alert with high priority tag, 

in case if generated by applications such as pdf or http when binary data is 

being transferred. This can lead to noise alerts sometimes when snort detects 

several (a) characters in a row - such as my screen shot shows 'aaaaaaaaaa'. 

Root cause Generated automatically 

Percentage 4% 20 alerts went off 

Whois Command Yahoo  
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Figure 16: Applications, Shell code x86 Threats screenshots. 
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2- CHAT Yahoo Messenger File Transfer Initiation Request 

It occurs when network traffic that indicates an instant messaging client is being used. This 

event indicates that the Yahoo IM client is being used on the protected network. Specifically 

a Yahoo Messenger File Transfer Initiation Request was observed. It is possible to transfer 

files between hosts using instant messaging applications. This may lead to the loss of 

proprietary and confidential data. [18] 

 

There is a simple rule to look for specific http requests. For example, a rule that looks for 

anyone going to type certain word like a black list! I chose my name “Naif” to trigger the alert 

by calling this alert Naif’ Policy violation. 

 

 

 

Yahoo Messenger File 

Transfer 
Analysis 

Kind of Alert True positive, it is useful to prevent business policy violation.  

Root cause Generated manually 

Percentage 0% only one time alert went off 

Whois Command Yahoo 
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Figure 17: Applications, Yahoo Messenger File Transfer Request Threats screenshots. 
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3- WEB-PHP Pajax arbitrary command execution attempt 

 

First of all, Pajax is an AJAX framework, which allows simple PHP objects to be made 

remotely callable from within JavaScript, using XML Http Request. PAJAX utilizes an 

Object Request Broker (ORB) pattern allowing JavaScript objects to call methods of remote 

PHP objects via some remote interface. By using Pajax it is possible to write web 

applications that utilize PHP classes running on a remote server to perform operations. Pajax 

is able to create a remote JavaScript interface object and a stub on the server for some PHP 

class. The JavaScript interface communicates with the stub on the server, which invokes the 

called methods on the remote object.  

 

However, this is made to exploit command injection vulnerability in the Pajax using CGI 

application running on a web server. This event indicates that an attempt has been made to 

inject a command from a remote machine in the Pajax application running on a web server. If 

stringent input checks are not configured properly by the CGI application, it may also be 

possible for an attacker to compromise the host running the application. The hacker may be 

able to execute system binaries or malicious code of their choosing. This event is generated 

when an attempt is made to gain unauthorized access to a CGI application running on a web 

server. Some applications do not perform stringent checks when validating the credentials of 

a client host connecting to the services offered on a host server. This can lead to unauthorized 

access and possibly escalated privileges to an administrator. Data stored on the machine can 

be compromised and the attacker can exploit trusted relationships between the victim server 

and other hosts as impacts. An attacker can inject commands to the application if user input 

is not correctly sanitized or checked before passing that input to the database. [19,20] 

WEB-PHP Pajax arbitrary 

command execution attempt  Analysis 

Kind of Alert Serious 

Root cause Manually 

Percentage %0 2 times only 

Whois Command Private address 
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IP address 98.136.145.155 attacks Yahoo account. See figure 17 for attack scenario. 

 

 

Figure 18: WEB-PHP Pajax arbitrary command execution Threat screenshots. 
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4- CHAT MSN messenger http link transmission attempt  

This event is generated when network traffic that indicates MSN messenger is being used. 

Possible policy violation like if the use of MSN messenger may be prohibited by corporate 

policy in some network environments. This event indicates that the MSN messenger is being 

used on the protected network. [21,22] 

 

 

 

Figure 19: CHAT Messenger http link transmission Threat screenshots. 

MSN HTTP link 

transmission attempt 
Analysis 

Kind of Alert True positive but not serious, it is useful to prevent business policy 

violation.  

Root cause Generated manually 

Percentage 0% one time 

Whois Command Microsoft Corporation 
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Recommendations of Applications Cyber Threats  

 

Figure 20 summarizes the recommended actions for each of the threats described in this 

chapter. 

 

 

Application Threats Recommended Action 

SHELLCODE x86 

Attack 

Apply a non-executable user stack patch to your kernel Secure 

programming/execution of a program Check the destination host and service to 

verify if any buffer overflow vulnerability exists 

CHAT Yahoo 

Messenger File Request 

Disallow the use of IM clients on the protected network and enforce or 

implement an organization wide policy on the use of IM clients. 

It is useful to prevent business policy violation 

WEB-PHP arbitrary 

command execution 

Ensure the system is using an up to date version of the software and has had all 

vendor supplied patches applied. 

 

MSN messenger http 

link transmission 

Disallow the use of MSN messenger on the protected network and enforce or 

implement an organization wide policy on the use of MSN messenger. 

Figure 20: Recommendations of Applications Cyber Threats. 
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Chapter 5: Web Cyber Threats: 

 

This chapter focuses on web-related cyber threats observed during the listening session at 

Starbucks, which is all about Web HTTP and Web applications handler threats. In general, 

HTTP handler is the process, often called endpoint that runs in response to a request made to 

an ASP.NET Web application. ASP.NET is the most common page handler that processes 

.aspx files. When users request an .aspx file, the request is processed by the page through the 

page handler. These HTTP handlers can be created by custom output to the browser. 

Therefore, an HTTP module is an assembly that is called on every request that is made to an 

application. As HTTP modules examine incoming and outgoing requests and takes action 

based on the request, and proper HTTP configuration also can be customized. Incoming 

requests can be examined, an HTTP module can perform custom authentication or other 

security checks before the requested page, XML Web service, or handler is called.   

 

In this section particularly, I will go over the following threats; HTTP-Inspect Double 

Decoding Attack, WEB-CGI calendar access, WEB-CGI icat access, Open SSL get shared 

ciphers overflow attempt, IIS Unicode CODEPOINT Encoding, WEB-MISC handler access, 

and Oversize Chunk Encoding Attempt. [23,24] As before, the following will be discussed 

for each threat: 

 

- The type of the threat 

- Description of the threats 

- The possible threat scenario 

- The type of the alert 

- The root cause of the incident 

- The representative percentages 

- If possible who initiated that threat and its recipients 

- The recommended Action for administrator 
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1- WEB-CGI calendar access 

This attempt is made to access a web application that may lead to exploitation of the 

application. An open source calendar perl script by Matt Kruse, allows commands to be 

executed without input verification using the perl open() function. ie /cgi 

bin/calendar_admin.pl place the string "|ping 127.0.0.1|" in the configuration file field, this 

executes the command "ping 127.0.0.1". An unauthenticated user can execute arbitrary 

programs on the server by accessing calendar_admin.pl and inputting commands such as 

"|mail /etc/passwd|" into the configuration file field. If your web server has pages by the 

name of calendar* this rule will fire often. Many sites now use calendar applications and this 

rule may generate a large number of false positives, it does not distinguish between perl cgi 

applications and php scripts because of purely written rules that need to be tuned. Consider 

tuning this rule for your site if it is generating a large number of false positives. If you use a 

calendar application, consider changing the name of the script to something other than 

"calendar". [25,26] 

 

Figure 21: Web Calendar Access Attack Screenshots. 

2- HTTP-Inspect Double Decoding Attack 

Web-CGi Calendar Access Analysis 

Kind of Alert 

This particular one is false positive, but I recommend setting rule to 

distinguish between them. We should rewrite the rule so that some of the 

rules cut a pretty wide swath so you may need to reduce their scope through 

some pass rules. 

Root cause Generated automatically 

Percentage 1% 3 alerts trigged 

Whois Command Going to NXC International SA. Switzerland. 
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This event is generated when double encoded characters are detected in web traffic. This is 

abnormal behavior and may be an indicator of a possible attack against a vulnerable system. 

This may also be an attempt to often evade IDS on Microsoft IIS Servers environment. Since 

IIS server has some vulnerabilities that can be exploited by HTTP Double decoding attack. 

An attacker might double encode the request to the web server, this may then evade an IDS 

monitoring traffic and could then launch a successful attack without being detected. [27] 

  

 

 

 

 

 

HTTP-Inspect Double 

Decoding Attack  Analysis 

Kind of Alert Serious, I recommend leaving the alert On with low priority 

Root cause Generated manually 

Percentage 11% about 52 alerts trigged 

Whois Command Amazon & Google who does have IIS Microsoft Server 
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Figure 22:  HTTP Double Decoding Attack screenshots. 

 

3- WEB-MISC SSLv2 Open SSL get shared ciphers overflow attempt  

 

Often generated when an attempt is made to exploit a known vulnerability in an Open SSL 

implementation. Open SSL libraries are prone to a buffer overflow condition when 

processing user input. The SSL Get Shared Ciphers function reads data into a fixed length 

portion of memory; an attacker could utilize this vulnerability to execute code of their 

choosing on an affected system. Applications using the Open SSL libraries may also be 

prone to a Denial of Service Attack condition. Affected Systems are Open SSL libraries prior 

to 0.9.8d and Open SSL libraries prior to 0.9.7l. An attacker can supply excess data in the 

cipher exchange with a remote server to cause the overflow condition to be met. [28, 29] 
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Figure 23: WEB SSLv2 get shared ciphers overflow attempt screenshots. 

WEB-MISC SSLv2 Open 

SSL get shared ciphers 

overflow  
Analysis 

Kind of Alert Serious. Execution of this code is possible to cause Denial of Service attack 

(DOS). 

Root cause Automatically 

Percentage 19% 89 alerts went off 

Whois Command From internal IP address to MICROSOFT-1BLK server 
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4- IIS Unicode CODEPOINT Encoding 

This event is generated when the pre-processor HTTP-Inspect detects Unicode encoded web 

requests. This may be an indicator of an obfuscated attack against a server as well as an 

attempt to evade an IDS. The Unicode map for the target servers can be generated for 

specific servers. Refer to the documentation for HTTP-Inspect for instructions. This event 

can be controlled using the HTTP_Inspect configuration options. [30] 

  

 

5- WEB-MISC handler access 

 

This event, Web Application Misalliance, is generated when an attempt is made to exploit a 

known vulnerability on a web server or a web application. Some applications do not perform 

stringent checks when validating the credentials of a client host connecting to the services 

offered on a host server. This can lead to unauthorized access and possibly escalated 

privileges to the administrator. Data stored on the machine can be compromised and the 

attacker can exploit trust relationships between the victim server and other hosts. It causes 

information gathering, system integrity compromise, possible unauthorized administrative 

access to the server and possible execution of arbitrary code of the attackers choosing in 

some cases. As a corrective action, ensure the system is using an up-to-date version of the 

software and has had all vendor supplied patches applied. Check the host-log files and 

application logs for signs of compromise or abnormal behaviors. [31] 

 

 

 

 

IIS Unicode CODEPOINT 

Encoding  Analysis 

Kind of Alert Unknown, but I think we should leave it on with mid priority tag. 

Root cause Generated manually 

Percentage 0% 2 alerts went off 

Whois Command Both addresses “Source & Destination” are private  
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WEB-MISC handler 

access  
Analysis 

Kind of Alert 

False positive since I see my IP address (192.168.5.247) generated the alert 

as the screenshots show. If Starbucks web server has pages by the name of 

calendar* this rule will fire often. Many sites now use calendar applications 

and this rule may generate a large number of false positives alert. So I’d 

recommend avoid the confusing, and be more specific when writing the 

rules. 

Root cause Automatically generated 

Percentage 2% 10 alerts went off 

Whois Command Microsoft Corporation 
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Figure 24: WEB-MISC handler access screenshots. 

 

6- Oversize Chunk Encoding  

 

This event is generated when the pre-processor HTTP-Inspect detects network traffic that 

may constitute an attack. In particular, this attack is generated when the HTTP-Inspect 

detects the use of an oversized chunk encoded request. This may be an indicator of an attack 

against a web server. This event may also indicate the use of HTTP tunneling. This event can 

be controlled using the HTTP Inspect configuration properly. [32] 

Oversize Chunk Encoding  Analysis 

Kind of Alert 

True Positive. No browser makes malicious requests, codes, or size. And I 

realized that both requests have the same server feedback “Post 

/?product=translator HTTP/1.1..” It seems that someone with this IP address 

of (192.168.5.76) is using an oversized chunk encoded request to both 

destination. Starbucks might held responsible in case where Microsoft or 

Softlyer server got hacked 

Root cause Generated manually 

Percentage 0% 2 alerts went off 

Whois Command 

Internal IP requested HTTP get to both Qwest & SoftLayer technology Co. 

By looking to Netwitness tool (192.168.5.76) was actually going to Fox 

News  
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Figure 25: Oversize Chunk Encoding screenshots. 
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7- WEB-CGI icat access with 0% 

This is a known vulnerability in a CGI web application running on a server. This event is 

generated when an attempt is made to exploit and gain unauthorized access to a CGI 

application running on a web server. There is no stringent check process to validate the 

credentials of clients connecting to the CGI web applications hosted by a server. Impact can 

lead to unauthorized access and possibly escalated privileges to that of the administrator. 

Data stored on the machine can be compromised and the attacker can exploit trust 

relationships between the victim server and other hosts. If stringent input checks are not 

performed by the CGI application, it may also be possible for an attacker to execute system 

binaries or malicious code of the attackers choosing. As an attacker can access an 

authentication mechanism and supply his/her own credentials to gain access. Alternatively 

the attacker can exploit weaknesses to gain access as the administrator by supplying input of 

their choosing to the underlying CGI script. [33] 

 

 

WEB-CGI icat access  Analysis 

Kind of Alert Serious. Administrator should silently drop that request, and block that 

particular source IP address. 

Root cause Generated manually 

Percentage 0% one alert 

Whois Command 

Destination is Hosted Solutions Acquisition, LLC that is running CGi 

application, as you can see the second screenshot that has the Get /irss/icats. 

Xml code. 
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Figure 26: Web CGI Access screenshots. 
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Recommendations of Web Cyber Threat  

 

 

Figure 27 summarizes the recommended actions for each of the threats described in this 

chapter. 

 

Web Threats Recommended Action 

HTTP-Inspect Double 

Decoding Attack 

Check the target host for signs of compromise. Apply any appropriate vendor supplied 

patches. Upgrade to the latest non-affected version of the software Use Apache. In 

addition, reconfiguring HTTP inspector for proper filtering function 

WEB-CGI calendar 

access 

OR 

WEB-CGI icat access 

Check the target host for signs of compromise. Ensure the system is using an up to date 

version of the software and has had all vendor supplied patches applied. If your web 

server has pages by the name of calendar* this rule will fire often. Probably, Starbuck’s 

server use calendar applications and this rule may generate a large number of false 

positives, it does not distinguish between perl cgi applications and php scripts because 

of purely written rules that need to be tuned. Consider tuning this rule for your site, and 

changing the name of the script to something other than "calendar".  

 

Open SSL get shared 

ciphers overflow 

attempt 

Upgrade to the latest non-affected Open SSL libraries and recompile any software that 

uses the libraries.  

IIS Unicode 

CODEPOINT Encoding 

Check the target host for signs of compromise. Apply any appropriate vendor supplied 

patches. 

 

WEB-MISC handler 

access 

Ensure the system is using an up to date version of the software and has had all vendor 

supplied patches applied. Check the host log files and application logs for any sign of 

compromise. 

 

Oversize Chunk 

Encoding 

We have to make sure if there is any event trigged on each host. Whenever we have 

this code “Post /?product=translator HTTP/1.1.” we have to configure HTTP Inspect 

properly. In case, it’s just a noise alert, we should tune it by rewriting the rules. 

 

Figure 27: Recommendations of Web Cyber Threats. 
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Chapter 6: Server Cyber Threats: 

 

This section discusses server cyber threats and provides background information on server 

security. It covers the following server threats that are found on Public hotspot wifi: 

 

 Open Port Scan 

 Bare Byte Unicode Decoding 

 HTTP Inspect Oversize Request 

 TCP Port sweep 

 HTTP-Inspect U Encoding 

 WEB SSLv3 invalid data version attempt 

 MISC IBM Lotus Domino WEB Server Accept-Language header buffer Overflow 

 

 The following will be discussed for each threat: 

 

- The type of the threat 

- Description of the threats 

- The possible threat scenario 

- The type of the alert 

- The root cause of the incident 

- The representative percentages 

- If possible who initiated that threat and its recipients 

- The recommended Action for administrator 

 

 

1- Open Port Scan  

 Open Port scan alert is generated in a point where the pre-processor sfPortscan detects 

network traffic that may constitute an attack. A sfportscan is a pre-processor that detects 

network traffic which may constitute an attack; specifically, an open port was detected. This 
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is normally an indicator of possible network reconnaissance and may be the prelude to a 

targeted attack against the targeted system. A port scan is often the first stage in a targeted 

attack against a system. An attacker can use different port scanning techniques and tools to 

determine the target host operating system and application versions running on the host to 

determine the possible attack vectors against that host. In particular, a hacker often uses a 

port scanning technique, which is illegal in the United States, to determine operating system 

type and version. Also application versions can be identified to determine possible effective 

attack vectors that can be used against the target host. In this case the scanner was able to get 

the server type, version, and the running application type as shown below. [34] 

  

 

 

 

Open Port Scan  Analysis 

Kind of Alert True Positive. 

Root cause Generated automatically with IP address of (192.169.5.76) scanned for open 

ports on two different hosts on ports 80 & 443 

Percentage 1% about 3 alerts trigged 

Whois Command Source is internal, targets was Qwest Carrier & Rearden Commerce 
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Figure 28: Open Port Scan Threat Screenshots. 
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2- Bare Byte Unicode Decoding 

 

Microsoft IIS servers are able to use non-ASCII characters as values when decoding UTF-8 

values. This is non-standard behavior for a Web Server and violates RFC recommendations. 

All non-ASCII values should be encoded with a %. This event may indicate an attack against 

a web server or at the least an attempt to evade Intrusion Detection System, since no web 

clients encode UTF-8 characters this way, which is likely a malicious request. This event can 

be controlled using proper HTTP-INSPECT configurations. The only way an attacker can 

lunch a successful attack is by encoding a web request using this non-standard format to 

perform. [35] 

  

 

 

 

Bare Byte Unicode Decoding  Analysis 

Kind of Alert True Positive 

Root cause Generated manually 

Percentage 1% 7 alerts trigged 

Whois Command Both addresses “Source & Destination” are private  
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Figure 29: Bare Byte Unicode Decoding Attack screenshots. 

 

3- HTTP Inspect Oversize Request URL Directory 

 

This attempt will trigger whenever the HTTP-Inspect pre-processor detects a request for a 

URL that is longer than a specified length, which violates the HTTP handler policy. This 

may indicate an attack or an attempt to evade an IDS. Web servers are reported prone to a 

Denial of Service condition when a long request is made to the server using Unicode 

characters. The HTTP-Inspect pre-processor will generate this event since a Domino server 

vulnerable and can be attacked in this way. Specifically, when a request is made to /cgi-bin/ 

with approximately 330 Unicode characters appended to the URL, the web server will crash 

and a DoS condition will be evident. Stack-based buffer overflow in the map URL function 

for Apache Tomcat JK Web Server Connector 1.2.19 and 1.2.20, as used in Tomcat 4.1.34 

and 5.5.20, allows remote attackers to execute arbitrary code via a long URL that triggers the 

overflow in a URI. The maximum expected length of the URL could be user configured. To 

mitigate this terrified incident by controlling the HTTP Inspect configuration options 

properly. An attacker may supply an over-long URI in an attempt to evade IDS and perform 

a successful attack against a web server. [36] 
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Figure 30: HTTP Inspect Oversize Request URL Directory Screenshots. 

HTTP Inspect Oversize 

Request  
Analysis 

Kind of Alert True positive 

Root cause 
Generated automatically. Based on my second screenshot, I highlighted the 

windows size; which is approximately 32928, with enough Unicode 

characters appended to the URL as the screen shot shown. 

Percentage 3% 6 alerts went off. 

Whois Command Various IP addresses. 
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4- HTTP-Inspect U Encoding 

U Encoding attempt is generated when the pre-processor HTTP-Inspect detects network 

traffic that may constitute an attack. This event is generated when Unicode characters are 

present in a request sent to a web server. This may indicate an attempt to evade an IDS in an 

attempted attack against the server. No known browsers use Unicode encoding; it is likely 

that this event indicates a malicious request. Some attackers have the ability to encode 

malicious requests to the web server using Unicode characters, this may then evade an IDS 

monitoring traffic and an attacker could then launch a successful attack without being 

detected. As a corrective action, check the target host for signs of compromise. [37] 

 

 

 

 

HTTP U Encoding Analysis 

Kind of Alert Unknown, we should leave it on with low priority tag. 

Root cause Generated manually 

Percentage 0% 2 alerts went off 

Whois Command Internal to BEZEQINT HOSTMASTERS TEAM in Israel. 
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Figure 31: HTTP-Inspect U Encoding Attempt Screenshots. 

 

5- WEB-MISC SSLv3 invalid data version attempt  

 

Web SSLv3 invalid data version attempt is made to exploit a known vulnerability in the 

Microsoft implementation of SSL Version 2.Classtype is attempting DOS. The vulnerability 

exists in the handling of SSL Version 2 requests that can be manipulated to cause a DoS 

condition in various software implementations used on Microsoft operating systems. The 

condition exists because of poor error handling routines in the Microsoft Secure Sockets 

Layer (SSL) library. SSL requests containing an invalid field, sent to vulnerable systems can 

cause the affected host to stop handling any further requests. Most commonly affected 

systems are Microsoft Windows 2000, 2003 and XP systems using SSL. An attacker needs to 

make an SSL request to an affected system that contains an invalid field. [38,39] 
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SSLv3 invalid data 
version attempt  

Analysis 

Kind of Alert Unknown. Check the targeted host for any sign. 

Root cause Generated automatically by a tool. 

Percentage 0% only one time alert went off. 

Whois Command From private IP to IBM Corp. 
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                  Figure 32: WEB-MISC SSLv3 invalid data version attempt Screenshots. 

 

 

6- TCP Port Sweep 

 

TCP port scan is generated when the sfPortscan pre-processor detects network traffic that 

may constitute an attack. This is normally an indicator of possible network reconnaissance 

and may be the prelude to a targeted attack against the targeted systems. A port scan is often 

the first stage in a targeted attack against a system. An attacker can use different port 

scanning techniques and tools to determine the target host operating system and application 

versions running on the host to determine the possible attack vectors against that host. An 

attacker often uses a port scanning technique to determine operating system type and version 

and also application versions to determine possible effective attack vectors that can be used 

against the target host. This is can be generated by one of today most powerful port scanning 

tools such as Nmap, Nessus, and Netcat. [40] 
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TCP Port Sweep Analysis 

Kind of Alert Very Serious threat, only Starbucks network administrator for security 

auditing or penetration test purposes can generate this kind of scan.  

Root cause Definitely manual (human act), I’m wondering who generated this scan to JP 

Morgan Chase Co. and why? 

Percentage 0% one alert went off 

Whois Command 

Internal scanner or attacker is somewhere next to me on Starbucks, scanned 

JPMorgan Chase, which is one of the oldest financial institutions in the 

United States. 
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Figure 33: TCP Port Sweep attack screenshots. 

 

7- WEB-MISC IBM Lotus Domino Web Server Accept-Language header buffer 

overflow attempt 

 

This event is generated when an attempt is made to exploit a known vulnerability in Lotus 

Domino. IBM-Long header can cause denial of service, information disclosure, loss of 

integrity, and complete administrator access. Stack-based buffer overflow in the Web Server 

service in IBM Lotus Domino before 7.0.3 FP1, and 8.x before 8.0.1, allows remote attackers 

to cause a denial of service (daemon crash) or possibly execute arbitrary code via a long  

Accept-Language HTTP header. [41, 42] 
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   Web Accept-Language 

header buffer overflow  Analysis 

Kind of Alert Serious, administrator should take a look at as an serious attack and make sure 

to block that IP address (192.168.5.59) 

Root cause Generated manually using script or malicious requests. 

Percentage 0% 2 alerts went off 

Whois Command Microsoft Web server which is using IBM Lotus server. 
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Figure 34: IBM Lotus Web Server Accept-Language header buffer overflow attempt 

Screenshots. 

 

 

 

Recommendation of Server Cyber Threats 

    

    Figure 35 summarizes the recommended actions for each of the threats described in this 

chapter. 

 

Server Threats Recommended Actions 

Open Port Scan 

Check for other events that targeting the host, compromise, and apply an appropriate 

patch. Also, need to block IP 192.169.5.76 & secure used ports and shut down unused 

ports. Also, I recommend leaving the alert ON with low priority, since it caused by 

Human scanned for open ports on two different other host organizations for open port 

both 80 & 443 

 

           Bare Byte Unicode 

Decoding 

Check the target host for signs of compromise. Apply any appropriate vendor supplied 

patches. Admin should take a look at theses http requests and check the server for any 

event. Also, I recommend setting a rule to silence drop packet if it Unintended human 

request, and violates RFC recommendations. If not, I’d leave it on with mid priority. 

 

HTTP Inspect Oversize 

Request 
Check the target host for signs of compromise. Apply any appropriate vendor supplied 

patches. Upgrade to the latest non-affected version of the software. 
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& 

TCP Port sweep 

HTTP-Inspect U Encoding 

Kind of Alert: False Positive “noise”, it should be silently dropped, since it’s known 

vulnerability and direct a log to admin 

Root cause: based on time, I realized that attack is tool to make approximately 330 

unicode characters appended to the URL as the screen shot sownApply any appropriate 

vendor supplied patches. This event can be controlled using the HTTP-

Inspectconfiguration options. 

 

WEB SSLv3 invalid data 

version attempt 

Apply the appropriate vendor supplied patches. actually, this is my using side 

jacking tools to https to destination IBM, UK. I was able to trigger this alert 

 

MISC IBM Lotus Domino 

WEB Server Accept-

Language header buffer 

Overflow 

Upgrade to the latest non-affected version of the software. Apply the appropriate 

vendor supplied patches. Serious, Admin should take a look at as an serious attack and 

make sure to block that IP address 192.168.5.59 
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Chapter 7: Conclusion 

 

To secure a network, it is essential to first define the threats that must be mitigated. 

Knowledge of these threats is important to understanding the reasons behind the various 

cyber-threats. As demonstrated, organizations should conduct risk assessments to identify the 

specific threats in advance against their security posture and determine the effectiveness of 

existing security controls in countering these threats. Consequently, the effective 

management of information technology resources is crucially important to any business that 

has public hotspot wifi. Because of the inherent nature of wireless communication, wireless 

networks require increased cooperation and coordination between network administrators 

and senior management. 

 

The number of dimensions that make up each attack makes this measurement difficult. 

Nonetheless, it is possible to provide network administrators with a recommended action for 

each attack. This analysis is useful for any public hotspot wifi administrator. It was 

somewhat surprising to have found a few serious alerts on their network flowing without any 

detection software like an Intrusion Detection System. It is not hard to imagine how open 

wifi could be used by intruders and hackers to commit cyber-crimes and steal information 

right out of the air with little effort, no consequences, and walk away without detection. They 

use tools that are readily available on the Internet and can cause many problems for 

companies that do not take the time to understand the threats an unsecured wireless 

connection poses to their corporate network. By following the recommendations presented 

here, a wifi administrator can come to recognize the kinds of threats their system faces and 

how to counteract them. 
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